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Abstract
Interval temporal logics over in$nite intervals are studied. First, the ordinary possible worlds
models are extended to in$nite possible world models. Accordingly, an axiomatic system is
proposed and it has been proved complete. Secondly, in$nite intervals are included in a logic
over abstract intervals. A corresponding axiomatic system is given and proven to be complete
also.
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1. Introduction
Temporal logics have been widely studied and used in speci$cation and veri$cation
of computer systems since it was $rst proposed by Pnueli [10]. Usually, models of
temporal logics are point-based (e.g., [6]), but there is also a class of temporal logics
that are interval based [7]. The latter, known as interval temporal logic (ITL), is suitable
for expressing temporal properties that are associated with a period of time [11,13]. In
particular, ITL has formed the basis of duration calculus [15,5], a logic for real-time
systems.
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Generally, above ITLs are logics about 9nite intervals. This limits the logics in
expressing properties that are related to in$nite behaviours. For example, traditional
ITLs are not able to express liveness properties. But some behaviours of real-time
systems may take in$nite time. As an example, consider the following toy program,
which is the sequential composition of a loop command followed by an assignment
statement
while true do delay 1; x := −x od; y := 2:
During the execution of this command, the loop statement will repeat forever, and the
assignment to y is subsequently never executed. It is diJcult to describe the behaviours
of such programs in a logic over $nite intervals.
Several ITLs over in$nite intervals have been proposed and applied to reasoning
about non-terminating systems [14,8,9]. The foundation of such logics has become
an interesting issue. In this paper, we study the axiomatisation of ITL over in$nite
intervals. This follows the work of Dutertre [2] on traditional ITL, and the method is
the classical Henkin’s construction. Dutertre gave two complete proof systems for ITL
on possible worlds and abstract intervals, respectively. We extended both systems to
in$nite cases and prove that the resulting systems are complete.
2. Interval temporal logic over nite intervals
In this section we brieKy review ITL over $nite intervals, and the axiomatisation by
Dutertre [2].
2.1. Syntax
As usual, a $rst-order ITL language L (with equality) contains two kinds of
symbols: a set of logical symbols and a set of non-logical symbols. The set of non-
logical symbols consists of function symbols and predicate symbols. Each non-logical
symbol is associated with a non-negative integer as its arity. Function and predicate
symbols of arity 0 are, respectively, individual constants and propositions. The set
of logical symbols contains: an in$nite, denumerable set of variables, the existential
quanti$er ∃, the connectives @ and ∧, the symbol =, and a binary modal connective
“;”, which is used to divide an interval into two sub-intervals. Each symbol is either
Kexible or rigid. Rigid symbols are intended to represent $xed, global entities. Their
interpretation will be the same in all worlds or intervals of a model. Conversely, entities
which may vary in diNerent worlds or intervals are represented by Kexible symbols.
Every variable is rigid, and so is “=”.
Terms of L are de$ned by the following BNF:
t ::= xi |c|f(t1; : : : ; tn);
where xi is a variable, c a constant, f an n-ary function and t1; : : : ; tn terms.
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Formulas are de$ned by
 ::= P |F(t1; : : : ; tn)| t1 = t2 |@| 1 ∧ 2 |1; 2| (∃xi);
where P is a proposition, F an n-ary predicate, t1; : : : ; tn terms and 1 and 2 formulas.
The other standard logic connectives ∨, ⇒, ⇔ and the universal quanti$er can be
derived as usual.
2.2. Semantics
The semantics of ITL is given $rstly in a general model of possible worlds, and
afterwards in an interval model which is a special case of the former.
A possible worlds model M for an ITL-language L is a quadruple (W;R;D; I),
where
• W is a non-empty set of possible worlds and R is a ternary accessibility relation on
W . The pair (W;R) is called the frame of M;
• D is a non-empty set, called the domain of M;
• I is a function which assigns to each symbol s of L and each world w∈W an
interpretation I(s; w) such that the values of rigid symbols are the same in all worlds,
and
◦ if s is an n-ary function symbol, then I(s; w) is a function from Dn to D,
◦ if s is an n-ary predicate symbol, then I(s; w) is an n-ary relation on D, that is,
I(s; w) ⊆ Dn or, equivalently, I(s; w) is function from Dn to {0; 1},
where Dn is the n-ary Cartesian product of D.
An M-valuation v is a mapping from variables to D. Given a model M as above,
an M-valuation v and a possible world, the interpretation I vw of terms in w under
v is de$ned as usual. So is the satisfaction of formulas in w under v, denoted by
M; w; v |= . We mention the satisfaction only for two kinds of formulas as below.
• M; w; v |= P iN I(P; w) = 1,
• M; w; v |= 1; 2 iN there are two worlds w1 and w2 such that R(w1; w2; w), M; w1;
v |= 1 and M; w2; v |= 2.
2.3. System S
S-models: Of particular interest is a class of ITL languages which contains a Kexible
constant ‘, denoting the length of the interval. We shall from now on only consider
such languages. A possible worlds model M = (W;R;D; I) for an ITL-language L is
an S-model if for any worlds w, w1, w2, w′1 and w
′




• if I(‘; w1) = I(‘; w′1) then w2 = w′2, and
• if I(‘; w2) = I(‘; w′2) then w1 = w′1.
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Axioms of S: S contains the following modal axioms:
A1.
((; ) ∧@(; ))⇒ (; ( ∧@));
((; ) ∧@(; ))⇒ (( ∧@); );
R.
(; )⇒  if  is a rigid formula;
(; )⇒  if  is a rigid formula;
B.
((∃x); )⇒ (∃x)(; ) if x is not free in ;
(; (∃x))⇒ (∃x)(; ) if x is not free in ;
L1.
(‘ = x; )⇒@(‘ = x;@);
(; ‘ = x)⇒@(@; ‘ = x):
In addition, S contains the $rst-order axioms. They can be chosen from any system
for $rst-order logic, although some care must be taken in the instantiation of universally
quanti$ed formulas. For example, we can choose the following quanti$cation axioms:
Q1. (∀x)(x)⇒ (t) if t is free for x in  and, t is rigid or  is chop-free,














(; )⇒ (; ) and
⇒ 
(; )⇒ (; ) :
Soundness and completeness of S:
Theorem 1 (Dutertre [2]). For any formulas  of an ITL-language L,  is a theorem
of S if and only if  is valid in all S-models of L.
2.4. System S ′
Axiomatic system S ′ concentrates on reasoning about intervals rather than just
possible worlds. Since interval model is a special case of possible worlds model, S ′
should be an extension of S. Indeed, S ′ is obtained from S by adding some new
axioms.
An interval language is an ITL-language containing, in addition to the Kexible
constant ‘, two rigid symbols + and 0.
Temporal and duration domain: A temporal domain is a pair (T;6) where T is
a non-empty set and 6 is a total order relation on T . An interval on T is a pair of
elements [t1; t2] of T such that t16 t2. To de$ne a measure on intervals (intuitively, the
length) we need a duration domain. A duration domain D is a non-empty set equipped
with a binary operation + and at least one element 0 which satisfy the conditions
D1–D5 below:
D1. (x + y) + z = x + (y + z),
D2. 0 + x = x + 0 = x,
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D3.
(x + y = x + z)⇒ y = z;
(y + x = z + x)⇒ y = z;
D4. x + y = 0⇒ ((x = 0) ∧ (y = 0)),
D5.
(∃z)(x + z = y ∨ y + z = x);
(∃z)(z + x = y ∨ z + y = x):
S ′-models: From a temporal domain T , we can derive an interval frame (W;R),
where
• W is the set of intervals on T ,
• R is the following ternary relation on W
R([t1; t′1]; [t2; t
′
2]; [t; t




Then the measure m mentioned above can be de$ned as a function from the intervals
to the duration domain with the following properties:
(M1)
if m[t; u] = m[t; u′] then u= u′; and
if m[u; t] = m[u′; t] then u= u′;
(M2) m[t; t] = 0;
(M3) m[t; u] + m[u; t′] = m[t; t′] for t6 u6 t′;
(M4) if m[t; t′]=x+y then there is u∈T : t6 u6 t′, such that m[t; u]=x and m[u; t′]=
y.
For an interval language L, an interval model or S ′-model is a possible worlds
model M= (W;R;D; I) of L if
• the frame of M is the interval frame derived from a temporal domain T ,
• the domain of M is just the duration domain D,
• the interpretation of the symbols ‘, + and 0, for any interval [t; t′], is
I(‘; [t; t′]) = m[t; t′];
I(+; [t; t′]) = +;
I(0; [t; t′]) = 0;
where m is a measure function from intervals on T to duration domain D.
Axiomatic system of S ′: In addition to axioms and rules of S, the axiomatic system
of S ′ contains the following axioms:
• about chop “;”:
A2: ((; ); )⇔ (; (; ));
L2: ‘ = x + y ⇔ (‘ = x; ‘ = y);
L3:
⇒ (; ‘ = 0);
⇒ (‘ = 0; );
• about domain: D1–D5 above.
Soundness and completeness of S ′:
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Theorem 2 (Dutertre [2]). For any formula  of an interval language L,  is a
theorem of S ′ if and only if  is valid in all interval models for L.
3. ITL on innite possible worlds models
3.1. Syntax
To specify in$nite possible worlds, we need a special symbol to distinguish in$-
nite possible worlds from all possible worlds. So an in$nite ITL-language contains, in
addition to the symbols of a $nite ITL-language, a propositional symbol I. The con-
struction rules of terms and formulas are left unchanged except the following addition:
I is a (atomic) formula.
3.2. Semantics
An in$nite possible worlds model for an in$nite ITL-language L, is obtained by
adding to a $nite possible worlds model a component which is used to assign the
meaning of I. It is a quintuple M = (W; W˜ ; R; D; I), where W , R, D and I are the
same as in an S-model, and W˜ ⊆ W . Intuitively, W˜ denotes the set of all in$nite
possible worlds.
The interpretation of the symbols of an in$nite ITL-language L is the same as for
a $nite ITL-language except the following addition:
• I(w;I) = 1 iN w∈ W˜ .
The satisfaction relation of a formula in an in$nite possible worlds model is de$ned
in the same way as in a $nite ITL model.
An in$nite possible worlds model M= (W; W˜ ; R; D; I) is called an S∞-model if the
following conditions hold:
• For any worlds w, w1 and w2 such that R(w1; w2; w),
◦ w1 ∈ W˜ ,
◦ w2 ∈ W˜ iN w∈ W˜ ;
• For any worlds w, w1, w2, w′1 and w′2 such that R(w1; w2; w) and R(w′1; w′2; w),
◦ if I(‘; w1) = I(‘; w′1) then w1 = w′1 and w2 = w′2, and
◦ if I(‘; w2) = I(‘; w′2) and w2; w′2 ∈ W˜ , then w1 = w′1.
It is easy to see that any S-model M = (W;R;D; I) corresponds to an S∞-model
M= (W; W˜ ; R; D; I), where W˜ = ∅.
3.3. System S∞
S∞ contains all axioms A1,R, B, L1, Q1 and Q2, and inference rules MP, N, G
and Mono of S except L1 should be changed. Additionally, S∞ still has axiom S1 and
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other three axioms about in$nity, which are listed below:
L1.
(‘ = x; )⇒@(‘ = x;@);
(; (‘ = x ∧@I))⇒@(@; (‘ = x ∧@I));




The $rst part of axiom L1 is the same as in S but the second part is diNerent. This is
because the semantics of the chop operator is de$ned in such a way that if an interval
is chopped into two sub-intervals, then the $rst sub-interval must be $nite while the
second sub-interval may or may not be $nite. Therefore, when an interval is chopped
into two sub-intervals in two ways, if the length of the two $rst parts are the same,
then these two parts as well as the two second parts are the same, but if the length of
the two second parts are the same, we can only reach the same conclusion if the second
interval is in$nite. Axiom S1 follows the idea of L1, that is, chopping of an interval
is uniquely decided by the length of the $rst part. While L1 speci$es the result about
the part other than the one controlled by the length, S1 is about the part controlled by
it. Axioms P1–P3 are new, which we think reKect some of the properties of in$nite
possible worlds. Axiom P1 says that any interval cannot be chopped in a way that
the $rst sub-interval is in$nite. And P2 (P3) says that if an interval is chopped into
two parts and the second part is $nite (in$nite), then the whole interval is also $nite
(in$nite).
It is easy to prove that S∞ is sound.
3.4. Completeness
Theorem 3 (Completeness of S∞). For any formula  in an in9nite ITL-language L,
if  is valid in all in9nite possible worlds models of L, then  is a theorem of S∞.
The theorem is proved by classical “Henkin’s construction” as the proof for S by
Dutertre [2]. Some of the technical mechanisms developed by Dutertre can still be
used. We will concentrate on aspects which are diNerent from the proof for S in [2].
More details can be found in [12].
Step 1: As for classic logics (see, for example, [4]), Theorem 3 is equivalent to
• For any sentence  in an in$nite ITL- language L, if @ is not a theorem of S∞,
then  can be satis$ed in an in$nite possible worlds model of L.
• The notions of consistent set of sentences and maximal consistent set of sentences
are de$ned as usual. To prove Theorem 3, it is enough to show that
• Any consistent set of sentences of L has an in$nite possible worlds model of L.
Step 2: Let L be an in$nite ITL-language, and B = {b0; b1; b2; : : :} be an in$nite
countable set of constant symbols not occurring in L. Denote by L+ the in$nite
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ITL-language obtained by adding to L all the symbols of B as rigid constants. A set
# of sentences of L+ is said to have witnesses in B, if for every sentences of # of
the form (∃x)(x), where x is the only free variable of (x), there exists a constant bi
of B such that (bi) is also in #.
Any consistent set # of L can be extended to a maximal consistent set #∗ of L+
which has witness in B.
Theorem 3 can be reduced to the following:
Any maximal consistent set #∗0 of L
+ which has witnesses in B has an in$nite
possible worlds models of L+.
Step 3: Let #∗0 be a maximal consistent set #
∗
0 of L
+ which has witnesses in B.
Denote by $ the set of rigid sentences of #∗0 . We construct an in$nite possible worlds
model M= (W; W˜ ; R; D; I) as follows:
• The set of worlds W is the set of all maximal consistent sets % of L+ which have
witnesses in B and $ ⊆ %.
• W˜ = {%∈W |I∈%}.
• The relation R is de$ned by, for all %1, %2 and % in W ,
R(%1; %2; %) iN %1 ∗ %2 ⊆ %;
where %1 ∗ %2 = {1; 2 | 1 ∈%1; 2 ∈%2}.
• The domain D is de$ned by
D = {[bi] | bi ∈B};
where [bi] is the equivalence class of bi under the following equivalence relation
“≡” on B
bi ≡ bj iN bi = bj ∈$:
• The interpretation I is de$ned as:
◦ For an n-ary function symbol f and n elements [bi1 ]; : : : ; [bin ] in B,
I(f;%)([bi1 ]; : : : ; [bin ]) = [bj] iN f(bi1 ; : : : ; bin) = bj ∈%;
where bj is a witness of formula (∃x)(f(bi1 ; : : : ; bin) = x) in B, and it is easy to
prove that such [bj] is unique. Particularly, if c is a constant symbol, then
I(c; %) = [b] iN c = b∈%:
◦ For an n-ary predicate symbol F and n elements [bi1 ]; : : : ; [bin ] in B,
I(F; %)([bi1 ]; : : : ; [bin ]) = 1 iN F(bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%:
Particularly, if P is a propositional symbol, then
I(P; %) = 1 iN P ∈%:
From the de$nition of I , we can easily see that
I(I; %) = 1 iN %∈ W˜ :
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Step 4: To $nish the proof of the completeness theorem it is only necessary to show
that #∗0 can be satis$ed by the world #
∗
0 in the model M constructed as above.
This can be proved by the following series of lemmas. Given a non-empty set of
sentences #, let
#ˆ = {1 ∧ · · · ∧ n | n¿ 1; 1; : : : ; n ∈#};
S# = { |  (⇒ ); ∈ #ˆ}:
Lemma 4. Let # be a maximal consistent set of sentences. If #1 and #2 are non-
empty sets of sentences and #ˆ1 ∗ #ˆ2 ⊆ #, then #ˆ1 and #ˆ2 are consistent and #1 ∗#2
⊆ #.
An important mechanism in the proof is the following two functions invented by
Dutertre [2]:
'1(#; #1) = {@ |@(; )∈#; ∈#1};
'2(#; #2) = {@ |@(; )∈#; ∈#2};
where #, #1 and #2 are sets of sentences.
Lemma 5. Given a maximal consistent set # and two non-empty sets #1 and #2 such
that #̂1 ∗ #̂2 ⊆ #, let #′1 and #′2 be #′1 =#1∪'2(#; #2) and #′2 =#2∪'1(#; #1). Then
#̂′1 ∗ #̂2 ⊆ # and #̂1 ∗ #̂′2 ⊆ #.
Lemma 6. If # is maximal consistent and #1 and #2 are two non-empty sets of
sentences such that #̂1 ∗ #̂2 ⊆ #, then there are two maximal consistent sets #∗1 and
#∗2 such that #1 ⊆ #∗1 ; #2 ⊆ #∗2 ; and #∗1 ∗ #∗2 ⊆ #.
Lemma 7. Let % be a world of M and #∗1 and #
∗
2 be two maximal consistent sets
of sentences of L+. If the following conditions are satis9ed:
• #∗1 ∗ #∗2 ⊆ %,
• there is an element bi of B such that ‘ = bi ∈#∗1 ,
• there is an element bj of B such that ‘ = bj ∈#∗2 ,
then #∗1 and #
∗
2 are two worlds of M.
Proof. The fact that $ is included in both #∗1 and #
∗
2 can be veri$ed easily.
To show #∗1 has witnesses in B, let (∃x)(x) be a sentence of #∗1 . Then
((∃x)(x) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj ∈%. Since
 ((∃x)(x) ∧ ‘ = bi)⇒ (∃x)((x) ∧ ‘ = bi)
we have
 (((∃x)(x) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj)⇒ ((∃x)((x) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj)
and subsequently
 ((∃x)((x) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj)⇒ (∃x)(((x) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj):
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Therefore, (∃x)(((x)∧‘=bi); ‘=bj) must be in %. Since % has witnesses in B, there
exists a constant bk of B such that
((bk) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj ∈%:
By axiom S1, we have
 (((bk) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj)⇒@((@(bk) ∧ ‘ = bi); ‘ = bj):
Therefore, @((@(bk)∧‘=bi); ‘=bj) is a sentence of %. Since #∗1 ∗#∗2 ⊆ %, @(bk)
cannot belong to #∗1 . Hence, (bk) must be in #
∗
1 . So #
∗
1 has witnesses in B. An easier
discussion shows that #∗2 has witnesses in B also.
Theorem 8. Let (x1; : : : ; xn) be a formula of L+ with free variables among x1; : : : ; xn.
For any world % of W , any valuation v and any constants bi1 ; : : : ; bin in B such that
v(xk) = [bik ] for 16 k6 n, we have
M; %; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn) iN (bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%:
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of (x1; : : : ; xn). We only show
it for the case that  is ; .
If M; %; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn); (x1; : : : ; xn), there are two worlds %1 and %2 such that
M; %1; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn);
M; %2; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn);
%1 ∗ %2 ⊆ %:
By the induction hypothesis, this implies that
(bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%1 and (bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%2:
Since %1 ∗ %2 ⊆ %, we have (bi1 ; : : : ; bin); (bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%, that is (bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%.
Conversely, assume
(bi1 ; : : : ; bin); (bi1 ; : : : ; bin)∈%:
Let ′ and ′ denote the sentences (bi1 ; : : : ; bin) and (bi1 ; : : : ; bin), respectively. Let x
and y be two variables. We can derive that
 (′; ′)⇒ (∃x)(∃y)((′ ∧ ‘ = x); (′ ∧ ‘ = y)):
The sentence (∃x)(∃y)((′ ∧ ‘= x); (′ ∧ ‘= y)) belongs to %. Since % has witnesses
in B, there are two elements bi and bj such that
(′ ∧ ‘ = bi); (′ ∧ ‘ = bj)∈%:
Let
#1 = {′; ‘ = bi} and #2 = {′; ‘ = bj}:
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Then #̂1 ∗ #̂2 ⊆ %. By Lemma 7, there are two maximal consistent sets #∗1 and #∗2
such that
#1 ⊆ #∗1 ; #2 ⊆ #∗2 ; #∗1 ∗ #∗2 ⊆ %:
By Lemma 4, the two sets #∗1 and #
∗
2 are worlds of M. By induction hypothesis, we
have
M; #∗1 ; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn) and M; #∗2 ; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn):
Therefore,
M; %; v |= (x1; : : : ; xn); (x1; : : : ; xn):
To conclude the proof of the completeness theorem, we only need to show that the
above M is a S∞-model, and this can be done easily.
4. ITL on innite interval models
In addition to the symbols in an ITL-language, an ITL-language over in$nite intervals
includes two rigid constants symbols “0” and “∞”, and a rigid binary function symbol
“+”.
4.1. In9nite interval models
Interval frames:
Denition 9. A temporal domain with in$nite time is a total order set (T;6 ;∞) with
a unique maximal element ∞.
The unique maximal element is called the in$nite time point.
Denition 10. For a given temporal domain with in$nite time (T;6 ;∞), an interval
on T is a pair of time points [t1; t2] such that t16 t2 and t1 =∞.
If the second point of an interval is ∞ then the interval is called an in$nite interval.
The set of intervals on T is denoted by I(T ).
Denition 11. Given a temporal domain with in$nite time (T;6 ;∞), the interval
frame derived from T is a pair (W;R), where
• W is a non-empty set of intervals on T , and satis$es,
◦ [t; t]∈W for every t =∞ in T , and
◦ if [t; u] and [u; t′] are in W , then [t; t′]∈W for all t; u; t′ ∈T .
• R is a ternary relation on W such that, for any intervals [t1; t′1], [t2; t′2] and [t; t′]
of W ,
R([t1; t′1]; [t2; t
′
2]; [t; t
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Note that the $rst time point of an interval cannot be in$nity, that is, (∞;∞) is not
an element of I(T ) for any temporal domain T with in$nite time. Therefore, for any
intervals [t1; t′1], [t2; t
′
2] and [t; t
′] of I(T ), if R([t1; t′1]; [t2; t′2]; [t; t′]), then t′1 = t2 =∞.
In other words, any interval cannot be chopped into two intervals with the $rst one
being in$nite.
In the de$nition of interval frame over T above, W is not limited to be the set of
all intervals on T . This will allow us to deal with both $nite and in$nite intervals.
Duration domain: Let D be an algebra with a binary operation + and two distinct
constants 0 and ∞. D is called a duration domain if the algebra satis$es the following
conditions:
(1) (x + y) + z = x + (y + z);
(2) 0 + x = x + 0 = x;
(3) x + y =∞⇔ x =∞ or y =∞;
(4)
if (x =∞) and (x + y = x + z) then y = z; and
if (x =∞) and (y + x = z + x) then y = z;
(5) if x + y = 0 then x = 0 and y = 0;
(6)
there exists z such that x + z = y or y + z = x; and
there exists z such that z + x = y or z + y = x:
Measure of intervals: Given a temporal domain with in$nite time T and a duration
domain D, a measure is a function m from W over T to D that has the following
properties:
(M1)
if m[t; u] = m[t; u′] then u= u′; and
if m[u; t] = m[u′; t] and t =∞ then u= u′;
(M2) m[t; t] = 0;
(M3) m[t; u] =∞ iN u=∞;
(M4) m[t; u] + m[u; t′] = m[t; t′] for t6 u6 t′;
(M5) if m[t; t′] = x+ y and x =∞ then there is u∈T : t6 u6 t′, such that [t; u] and
[u; t′] are in W , m[t; u] = x and m[u; t′] = y.
Models over in9nite intervals: Let T be a temporal domain with in$nity time,
(D;+; 0;∞) a duration domain and m a measure from W to D. We say a possi-
ble worlds model M = (W; W˜ ; R; D; I) is an in$nite interval model, or S ′∞ for short,
if
• the frame of M is the frame de$ned by T ;
• W˜ is the set of in$nite intervals in W ;
• the domain of M is the duration domain;
• the interpretation in M of the symbols ‘, +, 0 and ∞ is, for any interval [t; t′],
I(‘; [t; t′]) = m[t; t′];
I(+; [t; t′]) = +;
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I(0; [t; t′]) = 0;
I(∞; [t; t′]) =∞:
Note W is only required to be a non-empty set of intervals on T (subject to conditions
associated with M2, M4 and M5 of measure functions), it may or may not contain
any in$nite intervals, and subsequently W˜ may or may not be empty. Clearly, if W˜ is
empty, the in$nite interval model corresponds to a $nite interval model.
Comparing with S ′, S ′∞-model contains in$nite ingredients both in the time domain
and the frame derived.
4.2. System S ′∞
System S ′∞ for in$nite interval models is obtained by adding the following new
axioms to S∞:
• About chop “;”
A2. ((; ); )⇔ (; (; )),
L2.
(‘ = x; ‘ = y)⇒ ‘ = x + y;
(‘ = x + y ∧@(x =∞))⇒ (‘ = x; ‘ = y);
L3.
( ∧@(‘ =∞))⇒ (; ‘ = 0);
⇒ (‘ = 0; );
• About duration domain:
D1. (x + y) + z = x + (y + z),
D2. 0 + x = x + 0 = x,
D3. x + y =∞⇔ ((x =∞) ∨ (y =∞)),
D4.
((x + y = x + z) ∧@(x =∞))⇒ y = z;
((y + x = z + x) ∧@(x =∞))⇒ y = z;
D5. x + y = 0⇒ ((x = 0) ∧ (y = 0)),
D6.
(∃x)(x + z = y ∨ y + z = x);
(∃x)(z + x = y ∨ z + y = x);
• About in9nity:
I1. I⇔ ‘ =∞,
I2. ‘ = 0⇒@(‘ =∞).
It is easy to prove that S ′∞ is sound.
4.3. Completeness
Theorem 12. For any formula  of an in9nite interval language L,  is a theorem
of S ′∞ if  is valid in all in9nite interval models for L.
For a consistent set #0 of sentences in an in$nite interval language L with respect
to S ′∞, below we construct an S
′
∞-model for it.
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First, as in the previous section, we extend L+ by a new set of rigid constants B,
and let #∗0 be a maximal consistent extension of #0 with witnesses in B. Let $0 be
the set of rigid sentences in #∗0 . Secondly, following the steps 1–4 in the last section,
we construct an S∞-model M0 = (W0; W˜ 0; R0; D0; I0). By the completeness proof for
S∞, we have
#∗0 ∈W0 and
M; #∗0 ; v |=  iN ∈#∗0 , where v is an (arbitrary) assignment of the variables of
L+ (L).
Finally, we construct the desired S ′∞-model. It is done for two cases.
Case 1: I∈#∗0 . When I∈#∗0 holds, that is, ‘ =∞∈#∗0 , we can imagine that #∗0
can only be satis$ed by a in$nite interval (possible word). So #∗0 will serve as the
in$nite time point.
The time domain is de$ned as
T = {%∈W0 | there exists %′ ∈W0 such that % ∗ %′ ⊆ #∗0} ∪ {#∗0}:
Now we de$ne an order “6” on T : for any two time points %1 and %2 in T , %16%2
if and only if there are b1 and b2 in B such that ‘= b1 ∈%1 and ‘= b1 + b2 ∈%2. It is
trivial to prove that “6” is a total order on T . Noting that ‘=∞∈#∗0 , we can easily
prove that #∗0 is the only maximal element, that is, the in$nite time point.
Let W be the set of all intervals on T .
To establish a relation between W and W0, we de$ne a map ) :W → W0 as follows:
)([%1; %′1]) = %; where % is the only world in W0 such that R0(%1; %; %
′
1):
The existence and the uniqueness of % can be ensured by the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let %1 and %′1 be two elements in T , assume %16%
′
1 and there is a
world %2 of W0 such that %1 ∗ %2 ⊆ #∗0 .
(1) If there is also a world %′2 of W0 such that %
′
1 ∗%′2 ⊆ #∗0 , then there is a unique
world % such that R0(%1; %; %′1) (and R0(%; %
′
2; %2)).
(2) If %′1 = #
∗
0 then here is a unique world % of W0 such that R0(%1; %; %
′
1).
Proof. (1) Suppose there are two worlds %2 and %′2 in W0 such that
%1 ∗ %2 ⊆ #∗0 and %′1 ∗ %′2 ⊆ #∗0 :
Choose four constants b1, b2, b′1 and b
′
2 from B such that
‘ = b1 ∈%1; ‘ = b2 ∈%2; ‘ = b′1 ∈%′1; ‘ = b′2 ∈%2:
Since %16%′1, there is also an element b of B such that b1 +b=b
′
1 ∈$0. Particularly,
b1 + b= b′1 ∈%′1.
De$ne
A= {‘ = 0} ∪ '1(%′1; %1) ∪ '2(%2; %′2):
Then, we can show that A is consistent. Let % be a maximal consistent set of sentences
in L+ which includes A. By Lemma 4.8, since '1(%′1; %1) ⊆ % and '2(%1; %′2) ⊆ %,
the set % is a world of W0 and R0(%1; %; %′1) and R0(%; %
′
2; %2).
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Uniqueness of % is due to the fact that M0 is an S∞-model.
(2) If %′1 =#
∗
0 but %1 = #∗0 , by de$nition of %1, there is a world % of W0 such that
%1 ∗%=#∗0 , that is, %1 ∗%=%′1. So there is a world % of W0 such that R0(%1; %; %′1).
The uniqueness of such % is also can be derived from the property that M0 is an
S∞-model.
Now we de$ne a new in$nite possible world model M be (W; W˜ ; R; D; I) which will
be used as the in$nite interval model modal satisfying #∗0 .
• (W;R) is the interval frame on T de$ned as above;
• W˜ is a subset of W such that an interval [u; u′] of W is in W˜ if and only if
‘ =∞∈ u′;
• duration domain D is the same as D0;
• the interpretation function I is de$ned by
I(s; [u; u′]) = I0(s; )([u; u′]))
for any symbol of L and any interval [u; u′] of W .
The completeness proof for Case 1 is concluded with the following two lemmas and
a proof of the fact that M is indeed an S ′∞ model.
Lemma 14. Let [u; u′] be an interval of M and  a formula of L, then
M; [u; u′]; v |=  iff M0; )([u; u′]); v |= :
Lemma 15. There is an interval [u; u′] of W such that )([u; u′]) = #∗0 .
Case 2: I ∈ #∗0 . In this case, roughly speaking, #∗0 would be $nite time point. So
we need to put an in$nite time point into the time domain to $t the de$nition of in$nite
time domain. But this in$nite time point is “virtual”, because #∗0 can be satis$ed by a
$nite interval.
Now the time domain T , having an in$nite time point, is de$ned as
T = {%∈W0 | there exists %′ ∈W0 such that % ∗ %′ ⊆ #∗0} ∪ {∞};
where ∞ is an arbitrary element not occurring in T1:
T1 = {%∈W0 | there exists %′ ∈W0 such that % ∗ %′ ⊆ #∗0}:
We still need de$ne an order “6” on T : for any two time points %1 and %2 in T ,
%16%2 if and only if %1 ∈T1 and, either %2 =∞ or
%2 ∈T1 and there are b1 and b2 in B such that ‘ = b1 ∈%1 and ‘ = b1 + b2 ∈%2:
The set W is chosen to be all the $nite intervals on T , that is W={[%1; %2] | %1 ∈T1;
%2 ∈T1; [%16%2]}.
The map from W to W0 is de$ned as in Case 1.
The new in$nite possible world model M be (W; W˜ ; R; D; I) that be used as the
in$nite interval model modal satisfying #∗0 now is as follows:
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• (W;R) is the interval frame on T de$ned as above;
• W˜ is a subset of W such that an interval [u; u′] of W is in W˜ if and only if
‘ =∞∈ u′, that is W˜ = ∅;
• duration domain D is the same as D0;
• the interpretation function I is de$ned by
I(s; [u; u′]) = I0(s; )([u; u′]))
for any symbol of L and any interval [u; u′] of W .
As proved in Case 1, we can $nd a $nite interval [u; u′] of W such that )([u; u′])=#∗0
and, u′ =∞ if ‘=∞ ∈ #∗0 . The proof is $nished by a easy showing of [u; u′] satis$es
#∗0 .
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended ITLs to in$nite models. The ITL proof systems
for $nite possible worlds and abstract intervals models are extended and shown to be
complete by the classical “Henkin’s construction” method.
Our work provides a foundation to some logics on in$nite intervals [8,9]. ITL on
in$nite intervals is related to interval calculus when the latter is also extended to
in$nite intervals [3,1]. Interval calculus is formed in set theory and corresponds to the
semantics of an ITL. A number of theorems are proven in interval calculus and can
be used to derive other theorems. Therefore, they serve as axioms and rules of a proof
systems. However, we are not aware of any work on the completeness of the rules.
Therefore, our completeness results may also be of interest to interval calculus.
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